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Abstract

In the WebCluster project, we use document clustering to provide structured content portals to large heterogeneous document collections, such as the WWW. The basic idea is to cluster automatically a (relatively) small homogeneous source collection of documents covering some domain of interest. This structured source collection is subsequently used to "mediate" access to larger heterogeneous target collections via search engines, e.g. Informia. The demonstrated tool, ClusterBook, enables a user to browse and search a structured source collection, and to discover relevant clusters of source documents. Based on these relevant clusters, and on the intended target collection, the system can generate good queries that better capture the user's information need. Thus, we mediate access to the target collection(s) (via a search engine) using queries generated after interaction with a structured source collection(s). Both bench and user experiments have shown the potential efficacy of this approach. You are referred to the companion paper presented at ECDL 2001 for further details.

In the demonstration, we present the library metaphor on which system-mediated access is based, and the resultant search process. The ClusterBook interface is demonstrated, and the underlying software architecture is described briefly. Conclusions are drawn concerning the mediated access concept, and the particular tool that implements the concept, ClusterBook.
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